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Parwen Shakirﭘﺮوﯾﻦ ﺷﺎﮐﺮBornParveen Shakir Sied (1952-11-24)November 24, 1952Karachi, Sindh, Pakistan December 26, 1994 (1994-12-26) (42 years) Islamabad, PakistanResting site Islamabad Cemetery H-8, Islamabad 33 4119N 73 352E / 33,68861 N 73.06444E / 33,68861; 73.06444Оккупация Учителя-поэта государственного служащего
НациональностьПакистаниОбразованиеБА, М.А., PhDAlma materUniversity of KarachiPeriod1976-1994GenreGhazalfree verseproseSubjectRomanceLiterary movementPost-modernismNotable works ﺧﻮﺷﺒﻮ, Khushbu (1976) Известные награды Гордость производительности (19 Adamjee Литературная премия (1976) SpouseSyed Naseer AliChildrenSyed Murad
AliWebsiteperveenshakir.com Parveen Shakir PP (Урду: 24 ;  ﭘﺮوﯾﻦ ﺷﺎﮐﺮноября 1952 - 26 декабря 1995) был пакистанский поэт, учителя и государственного служащего правительства Пакистана. Она наиболее известна своими стихами, которые принесли отличительный женский голос в литературу урду, и за ее последовательное использование редкого
грамматического женского пола для слова любовник. После ее смерти в Исламабаде ежегодно проводится «Литературный фестиваль Парвен Шакир урду» в память о ней. Эта статья содержит текст урду. Без надлежащей поддержки рендеринга вместо скрипта урду можно увидеть несоединёные буквы, и бегущие слева направо или другие символы.
Ранняя карьера Парвена Шакира начала писать в очень молодом возрасте. Она писала и прозу , and poetry, wrote columns in Urdu newspapers and several articles in English daily newspapers. She originally wrote under the pseudonym Beena. After nine years of training, she joined the Pakistani civil service and worked for customs. In 1986, she was appointed second
secretary of the Central Revenue Council (now the Federal Revenue Council) in Islamabad, Pakistan. In 1976, Parvin Shakir published her first volume of Khushbu (Fragrance) poems with great acclaim. She was honored with one of Pakistan's highest honors, Pride of Performance, for her outstanding contribution to literature. Subsequently, she published other volumes of
poems, including the Garden Barga (March of Marygold) in 1980 and Huda Kalami (Soliloka) and Inkar (Refusal) in 1990. These poetry books are collected in Meh-e-Tamam (Full Moon). She also published a collection of her newspaper columns called Corner of the Eye. The Mirror's Edge was released posthumously with works from her diaries and journals. The style of poetry
The two main styles in which she wrote were gazelles and zd nasm (free verse), where she used several literary techniques and studied delicate topics to create a complete image of the female experience. Gazliat See also: Khushbu and Ghazal Shakir in Ghazliat are considered a combination of classical tradition with modern sensitivity, and mainly deal with the female
perspective on love and romance, and related topics, and related topics, and related topics like beauty, intimacy, separation, breaks, distances, distrust, infidelity and disloyalty. Most Of Shakira's gasliums contain five to ten pairs, often interconnected. Sometimes, two consecutive pairs of pairs can vary greatly in meaning and context, an example of this can be noted in the
following couples: English translation of Urdu This girl just as her homeFell victim flood, perhaps I see light when I think of youRemembrance, became the moon, perhaps  ﻣ ﺘﺎب ﻮ ﮔﺌﯽ ﺷﺎﯾﺪ، اﭘﻨ ﮔﮭﺮ ﮐﯽ ﻃﺮح و ﻟﮍﮐﯽ ﺑﮭﯿﻨﺬرِ ﺳﯿﻼب ﻮ ﮔﺌﯽ ﺷﺎﯾﺪﺗﺠﮫ ﮐﻮ ﺳﻮﭼﻮں ﺗﻮ روﺷﻨﯽ دﯾﮑﮭﻮ ﯿﺎدGazliat to rely heavily on metaphors and comparisons that have repeatedly and food for thought have been
used to inject strength and lyricism into her works. A perfect example of this can be seen in one of her most famous desks: the English translation of Urdu It is a fragrance, and will spread in the wind, the trouble lies in the flower where the flower go  ﭘﮭُﻮل ﮐﺪﮬﺮ ﺟﺎﺋ ﮔﺎ،  ﻮاﺋﻮں ﻣﯿﮟ ﺑﮑﮭﺮ ﺟﺎﺋ ﮔﺎﻣﺴﺌﻠ ﭘﮭُﻮل ﮐﺎ،  و ﺗﻮ ﺧﺸﺒﻮHere, Shakir refers to the scent of the wrong lover , the air
in secret of the wrong person loves, and the flower to the man is deceived. Other metaphors that Shakir usually uses are the title (butterfly) for Romeo, the budal (cloud) for his love, the birch (rain) for attachment, āṅdhī (storm) for hardship and chāṅd (moon) for loneliness. An example with the central theme of loneliness, using the moon as a metaphor: He is, alone there in the
sky! ﻣﺴﺎﻓﺮ ﯿ ﺎﯾﮏ ﺳﺎ ﻣﻘﺪ ّر ﻣﯿﮟ زﻣﯿﻦ ﭘﺮ ﺗﻨ ﺎ!اور و آﺳﻤﺎﻧﻮں ﻣﯿﮟ
ُ  !اﯾﮏ ﺳSome of its ghazlia have gained cult status in Urdu literature. Another notable verse, which is often cited to comment on the often surprising knowledge and awareness of the younger generation: English translation of Urdu They insist on catching firefly in daylight Children of our time, have become wiser ﺟﮕﻨﻮ
ﭽ ﻤﺎر ﻋ ﺪ ﮐ ﭼﺎ ﻻ ک ﻮ ﮔﺌ
ّ  ﮐﻮ دن ﮐ وﻗﺖ ﭘﺮﮐﮭﻨ ﮐﯽ ﺿﺪ ﮐﺮﯾ ﺒFree verse compared to her ghazli't , The Free verse of Shakira is much bolder and explores social issues and taboos including gender inequality, discrimination, patriotism, deception, prostitution, the human psyche and current affairs. It is written in a way that was and still is considered modern in Pakistan. In addition
to themes of femininity and female sexuality, Shakir also used free poems to write about topics related to economic inequality and society's tendency to exploit the weak and the poor. Some of her poems lament the harsh reality faced by many low-income workers around the world. For example, her poem Steel Mills Worker speaks of conditions and long hours workers find
themselves doing every day. The poem also describes how these workers are taken for granted and used as a means to target those who hire them. The last lines of the poem vividly paint this harsh picture. English translation Urdu But perhaps he does not know this, that under this suicide treaty He personally put his signature It is actually the fuel of this furnace! ﻟﯿﮑﻦ ﺷﺎﯾﺪ اس ﮐﻮ
 !ﯾ ﻧ ﯿﮟ ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﮑ ﺧﻮدﮐﺸﯽ ﮐ اس ﻣﻌﺎ ﺪ ﭘﺮا ُس ﻧ ﺑﻘﺎﺋﻤﯽ ﻮش و ﺣﻮاس دﺳﺘﺨﻂ ﮐﺌ ﯿ ﺎس ﺑﮭﭩ ّﯽ ﮐﺎ اﯾﻨﺪﮬﻦ د َراﺻﻞ و ﺧﻮدAnother of her poems, We Are All Dr. Faust, delves into the topic and directly addresses the prevalence of corruption in rich and powerful circles of people. She argued that the rich achieve their goals, but at a serious cost, and used these arguments to criticize
economic systems such as capitalism. The length of Shakira's free poems can range from a few to many lines. Most of them are written with a central theme, while some are written in stream mode. Parven Shakir is known for using references to pop culture and English words and phrases - a practice that is generally considered inappropriate and criticized in Urdu poetry. An
example is the poem Mein 'In the Department store', which is named this way, despite the fact that the name could have been replaced by its Urdu equivalent. She also used words such as natural pink, hand lotion, shade, smell and package, and made references to cosmetic brands like Pearl, Revlon, Elizabeth Arden and Tulip in the poem. Other examples are her poems Ecstasy,
Nun,15 Duty,16 Flower Show, and Picnic. Shakira's free verse also contains several enlisted works and poems that are translated or inspired by other authors. Examples include The Wasteland, a poem inspired by Elliot's poem of the same name, Benasab Virsai Ka Boyh (The Burden of Illegal Inheritance), the translation of Ice and the Swan (Ice and the Swan) and Banafshay Ka
Ful (Violet), inspired by Violet under the Hidden Stone. The poetic themes of Parven Shakir's poems are known for their in-depth study of sensitive topics rarely spoken of, especially for women. Her poems were aimed at covering all parts of a woman's life, from innocence to beginning to realize her own sexuality, and more adult struggle. These include the hardships of love, the
constraints and social pressures faced exclusively by women and the need for women to be more represented in all walks of life. One aspect of writing that Shakir is particularly famous for is her introduction of female proouns, both first-person and third-person, as a way to normalize femininity in poetry, in urdu poetry, traditionally a male field. Through her gazelles in particular, she
continued to embody the female voice through grammatical choice, giving voice to women and the female experience. Shakira's personal life was extremely influential in choosing the style and theme she decided to pursue. An example of this is the tumultuous divorce between her and her husband, which resulted in her losing custody of her son because of Pakistani law. This
event was one of the reasons why her letter focused heavily on women's issues with regard to their place in society. Many of her poems lament the discrimination women face, especially as a divorcee living in a more conservative country. The poetry of Parven Shakira's Legacy was well received, and after her untimely death she is now considered one of the best and most
outstanding contemporary poets ever created in Urdu. Hailed as a great poet, her poetry drew comparisons with the Iranian poet Forough Farrokhzad, and she is regarded as one of a breed of writers regarded as pioneers in ignoring tradition by expressing female experience in Urdu poetry. Her poems were unique in the sense that they were exposed and even encouraged
freedom of expression among women. She did not shy away from taboo topics; instead, she claimed them and used them to create provocative poems that challenged women's dependence on men. Influenced by her experience with Pakistani tradition, literary scholars suggest that she tried to use her poems to offer refuge to women struggling with misogyny, particularly in South
Asian culture. Her first and most famous work, Khushbu, was particularly monumental in this regard. In Shakira's letter, she touched on the topic of separation. Shakira's book explored this topic not only in the sense that it is not only emotionally lonely, but also about the unjust loss of social capital as a woman in the absence of a man. Her poems refer not only to the fact that the
person provides her emotionally and physically, but also financially and in terms of public expectations. Shakira's work was recognized by a number of other poets and the media in general. Source states: Parven ... seems to have captured the best of Urdu's verse... Because of the style and range of expressions one will be intrigued and ... entertained by some soul-stirring poetry.
Another praises her rhythmic flow and polished formulations. Prominent Pakistani literary figure Iftikhar Arif praised Parvin Shakir for impressing the young hostess with her thematic diversity and realistic poetry for adding a new dimension to the traditional theme of love by expressing her emotions in a simple and pellacic style and using a variety of words to convey different
thoughts with different and tone. The Delhi Recorder stated that gave the most beautiful beautiful touch to the poetry of Urdu. Shakir's work in writing, teaching and public service inspired many women to follow suit. After learning of Shakira's pioneering career, many women decided to join sectors of work that had rarely housed women in the past, such as journalism and public
service. The first significant choice of Shakir's work, translated into English, was made by the poet Rehan Zayum in 2011. In 2019, Shakira's collection of 100 selected poems was translated into English by Hired Rashid and published by Oxford University Press entitled Defiance of the Rose. Parven Shakir Urdu Literary Festival Featuring the far-reaching influence of Parven Shakir
in the world of poetry, the Parveen Shakir Trust was established in 1994. The Trust currently hosts the Parven Shakir Urdu Literary Festival in Islamabad every year. The festival features works by various poets, including Parven Shakira, in an attempt to raise awareness and interest in traditional Pakistani forms of writing and poetry. The festival is particularly youth-oriented to
increase the number of young people dedicated to this type of learning, although it welcomes those of all ages who attend. According to the organizers of the festival, the event serves as a way to honor the memory of past writers, to continue the influence of their creativity, as well as to promote creativity among the population. The awards and awards of Shakira's first book,
Khushboo, were awarded the Adamji Literary Prize in 1976. She was later awarded Pride of Performance, one of Pakistan's highest honors in 1990. After her death, the Parveen Shakir Trust was founded by her close friend, Parven Kadir Agha. Parveen Shakir Trust organizes annual events and presents the Ax-i-Hushbu award. In 2013, the Pakistan Post Office issued a
commemorative postage stamp worth 10 rupees to commemorate the 19th anniversary of Parven Shakir's death. Tribute to November 24, 2019, Google celebrated its 67th birthday with the Google Doodle. The birth of Parwen was born on November 24, 1952 in Karachi, Sindh, Pakistan. Parven's education was highly educated. She received two bachelor's degrees, one in
English literature and the other in linguistics, and received a master's degree in the same subjects from the University of Karachi. She also received a doctorate and another master's degree in banking management. In 1982, Shakir was eligible for the Central Higher Service (CSS) exam. In 1991, she received a master's degree in public administration from Harvard University. The
family and the place of death of Shakira's last resting place in Islamabad Parven Shakir married Pakistani doctor Syedi Nasir Ali, with whom she had a son, Siedan Murad Ali - but the marriage lasted and ended in divorce. (quote necessary) 26 December 1994 Car Parven Parven with the bus as she was on her way to work in Islamabad. The accident led to her death, a great loss
for the world of Urdu poetry. The road on which the accident occurred is named after her as Parven Shakir Road. Books Following is a list of Shakira's published books. The English translation of the title of each book follows italics. Tom's Poetry  ﺧﻮﺷﺒﻮ- Khushbu (1976) - Aroma  ﺻﺪ ﺑﺮگ- Garden-Barg (1980) - March Marigold  ﺧﻮد ﮐﻼﻣﯽ- Hood-Kalami (1990) - Solikok  اﻧِ ﮑﺎر- Inkaar
(1990) - Refusal  ﻣﺎ ِ ﺗﻤﺎم- Maah-e-Tamaam (1994) - Fulllu (Collection of books above) ﻒ آﺋﯿﻨ
ِ  ﮐ- Kaf-i-Aa'ina - Mirror's Edge (Posthumous release compilation of works from diaries) Prose  ﮔﻮﺷ ﭼﺸﻢ- Gosh-e-Chashm - Eye Corner (Collection of newspaper columns) See also Poetry portal Ghazal Ada Jafria Fehmida Riaz Kiswar Nahed , Mehr Afshan COLUMN: A BOUQUET OF
POETRY. DAWN.COM. July 5, 2020. - b Begins the literary festival Parven Shakira Urdu. www.thenews.com.pk. Received on July 7, 2020. a b c d e f g Profile parven Shakira. urdupoetry.com website. February 27, 2002. Archive from the original on September 30, 2013. Received on May 30, 2019. a b First Shakir first used feminism in poetry. www.thenews.com.pk. received on
July 5, 2020. a b c d e Anniversary of parwen Shakira's birth. May 30, 2013. Archive from the original on May 30, 2013. Received on June 1, 2019. Shakir, Parven (1976). ( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Ed.). Pakistan: Jahangir Books. page 99. ISBN 969-8109-02-1. Shakir, Parven (1976). ( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Ed.). Pakistan: Jahangir Books. page 159. ISBN 969-8109-02-1. Shakir, Parven (1976).
( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Ed.). Pakistan: Jahangir Books. page 101. ISBN 969-8109-02-1. Shakir, Parven (1976). ( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Ed.). Pakistan: Jahangir Books. page 239. ISBN 969-8109-02-1. a b Tejaswani, K. (February 2, 2013). Woman on the left; Woman on Rights: Poetic Feelings by Parven Shakir (PDF). a b c d Kiran, Sobia (April 20, 2015). Tribute to Parven Shakir: Translation
of some of her poems (PDF). International Journal of Arts and Sciences. 8 (7): 293–302. Received on July 14, 2020. Shakir, Parven (1990). ( اﻧِ ﮑﺎرin Urdu). Pakistan: Jahangir Books. page 162. ISBN 969-8109-00-5. Shakir, Parven (1976). ( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Ed.). Pakistan: Jahangir Books. page 149. ISBN 969-8109-02-1. Shakir, Parven (1976). ( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Ed.). Pakistan:
Jahangir Books. page 31. ISBN 969-8109-02-1. Shakir, Parven (1976). ( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Ed.). Pakistan: Jahangir Books. page 45. ISBN 969-8109-02-1. Shakir, Parven (1976). ( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Pakistan: Jahangir Books. p. 102. ISBN 969-8109-02-1. Shakir, Parven (1976). ( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Ed.). Pakistan: Jahangir Books. page 140. ISBN 969-8109-02-1. Shakir, Parven (1976).
( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Ed.). Pakistan: Jahangir Books. page 113. ISBN 969-8109-02-1. Shakir, Parven (1976). ( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Ed.). Pakistan: Jahangir Books. page 73. ISBN 969-8109-02-1. Shakir, Parven (1976). ( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Ed.). Pakistan: Jahangir Books. page 193. ISBN 969-8109-02-1. Shakir, Parven (1976). ( ﺧﺸﺒﻮUrdu) (2nd Ed.). Pakistan: Jahangir Books. page 139.
ISBN 969-8109-02-1. Khan, Sharib. Adab Arz Hai. www.thenews.com.pk. received on July 5, 2020. Parhlo. Poet Parven Shakir - biography, life, personal and professional life!. Parhlo. Received on July 6, 2020. After Parven Shakir, 100 poems by Parven Shakir, collected in a new book, which pays a rich tribute to the late poetess. The Daily Times. March 12, 2019. Received on
July 14, 2020. Parven Shakira's 67th birthday. www.google.com. received on July 7, 2020. a b Kazim, Aasma Mohiz Sieda Sherbano (May 31, 2014). Lit Fest celebrates the giants of Urdu literature. DAWN.COM. July 7, 2020. Saadiya Kamar (May 23, 2014). Parwen Shakir in the eyes of Fatema Hassan. Express Tribune (newspaper). Received on June 1, 2019. - Anniversary of
the death of b Parven Shakira, marked Dawn (newspaper), December 27, 2016, received June 1, 2019 - b Post stamp in honor of the anniversary of the death of Parven Dawn (newspaper), December 23, 2013, received June 1, 2019 - the 67th birthday of Parven Shakir. Google. November 24, 2019. External Links Parwen Shakir on IMDb Parveen Shakir Ghazals - Parven Shakir
Ghazali on the site rekhta.org Parven Shakir Selected Poetry - The website has a research segregation of the poetry of Parven Shakir in love, sadness, social, political and religious poetry This year Wo bin ich?, received 19 January 2016 Extracted from parveen shakir poetry books pdf. parveen shakir poetry books download. parveen shakir urdu poetry books pdf free download
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